STEWARDS OF THE SEQUOIA

Division of CTUC non profit 501c3
PO Box 1246
Wofford Heights CA 93285

September 21, 2014

Mike Dietl‐Team Leader
Forest Service Regional Planning Team
Pacific Southwest Region
1323 Club Drive
Vallejo, CA 94592

Re: Wilderness Evaluation Comment

Dear Mr. Deitl,
We urge the Forest Service NOT to recommend any areas for consideration as Wilderness based on the
many reasons we provide in this comment letter. Please read and consider our comments regarding the
Wilderness Evaluation. While site specific comments are for the Sequoia, most if not all of the
comments apply to the Sequoia, Sierra and Inyo Forests.

BACKGROUND
Designated Wilderness Areas have grown exponentially in size since the creation of the Wilderness Act,
encompassing over 110 million acres of public lands today. Most people would agree that designating
some lands under this most restrictive of all land use classifications was appropriate. However today
areas on public lands are being considered for recommendation and even designated which do not meet
the original intent of the Wilderness Act for these lands to be untouched by the hand of man.
Lands which are designated Wilderness prohibit mechanized and motorized recreation which are the
fastest growing forms of recreation and are already enjoyed by a huge number of Forest Lands visitors.
While we have been told Wilderness designation will protect these lands for current and future
generations to enjoy and visit, the designation of Wilderness takes lands away from multiple use,
denying those who prefer or require mechanized and motorized recreation from ever enjoying these
lands again. Wilderness lands also deny access to the elderly, the disabled and those who can no longer
hike long distances.
Wilderness advocacy organizations such as the Wilderness Society and Sierra Club repeatedly argue
that our public lands are at risk of devastation unless they are designated Wilderness. Yet the
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restrictions placed on management often mean Wilderness lands are actually lands of neglect where
poor forest health is the norm. In most all cases there are sufficient protections in place under a wide
range of environmental laws and regulations to adequately protect our natural resources on multiple
use lands without resorting to Wilderness designation.
All of the lands in the Wilderness Evaluation have been studied during the prior Forest Plans and found
unsuitable for Wilderness. Given the same criteria these lands must not be suitable now.

Multiple Use Lands are where over 98% of the public recreate.
These lands provide the Greatest Good for the public.
Wilderness recommendations would increase impacts on the remaining multiple use lands

In our 2005 Roadless Report Stewards of the Sequoia voiced concern about loss of multiple use lands
due to inappropriate Wilderness expansion
http://stewardsofthesequoia.org/pdf/Sequoia_Roadless_Report_Stewards_9‐17‐05.pdf
"From the recreation perspective, we are concerned that closure of multiple use areas will mean forcing a
growing multiple use segment of the public onto an even smaller area. This not only degrades the
resource, but also the recreation experience. The increased impact caused by closures gives anti multiple
use groups’ ammunition to claim that more areas must be closed to multiple use recreation. Yet the
damage is not the fault of the users, but the fault of the closure activists, who have forced users onto
smaller & smaller areas." (Stewards Roadless Report 2005)

In 2007 Stewards developed our Report on Inappropriate Wilderness Designations which outlined many
of the problems that will also be created should the Forest Service recommend Wilderness.
http://stewardsofthesequoia.org/pdf/Inappropriate_Wilderness_additions_Sequoia‐sml.pdf
The Wilderness Evaluation would be the ideal time to review Wilderness monitoring and conditions to
determine if any of the Wilderness areas should be recommended for removal from the Wilderness
System.
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ROADLESS AREAS
It should be noted that according to the Roadless Rule single track motorized trails are allowed in
Roadless Areas. This makes Roadless Areas unsuitable for recommendation as Wilderness and indeed
there are also existing designated motorized single track system trails in Roadless Areas.

SUSTAINABILITY
Sustainability is one of the criteria for land management today under the 2012 Forest Planning Rule and
other regulations.
Wilderness lands are not sustainable as evidenced by the overgrown trails and huge backlog of
maintenance.
The Forest Service lacks the funding or volunteers to maintain existing Wilderness trails. Due to only
being allowed to use hand tools Wilderness trails are far more costly and difficult to maintain. In many
areas the Wilderness trails are impassable. This indicates there is insufficient support for Wilderness
Areas to justify any additions. The Forest Service lacks the funding needed to maintain all existing
Wilderness trails to standard. With shrinking budgets there is no way for the Forest Service to provide
the funding to maintain trails to standard in newly recommended Wilderness.
Recommendation of Wilderness would harm the public trail system by eliminating the largest form of
non government funding for route maintenance on National Forest Lands in the form of OHV
registration grant funding. The creation of more Wilderness will eliminate significant existing motorized
volunteer programs which currently keep the trails on lands which may be recommended for Wilderness
open for all uses including non motorized use. The elimination of these motorized funding sources and
motorized volunteers will result in more trails that are no longer sustainable and further reduction of
access to Wilderness.
The recommendation or designation of Wilderness places an undue economic and social burden on the
public and the Forest Service due to higher costs to maintain trails in Wilderness by hand instead of
using more efficient mechanized tools , is done on these non Wilderness lands currently.
The Forest Service has not justified increasing the maintenance backlog that will be created by
Wilderness recommendation and the associated increase in cost to maintain the existing trails in areas
that may be recommended for Wilderness.

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL ASPECT
There currently are over 310,000 acres designated as Wilderness in the Sequoia National Forest.
Therefore Wilderness covers about 28% of the Forest. Yet a mere 1.4% of the public visiting Sequoia
National Forest go into the Wilderness areas according to the Forest Service National Visitor Use
Monitoring.
Wilderness Visitation is extremely low at 14 people per 1000 visitors or 1.4% of Sequoia Visitors per the
Sequoia NVUM shown below

Multiple Use Lands which allow all forms of recreation are where 98.6% of the public recreate. With the
increase in Semi Primitive Non Motorized (SPNM) areas in nearby forests such as Los Padres, Angeles,
Cleveland and San Bernadino there is an even greater need to preserve Multiple Use Lands where all
forms of recreation, including motorized use are allowed in other Forests such as Sequoia, Inyo and
Sierra. With growing populations there will be an even greater need for multiple use lands that allow all
forms of recreation. Further restrictions such as recommending Wilderness will increase impacts,
needlessly degrading the environment by concentrating use on remaining multiple use lands.
This leads us to conclude that the recommendation of new Wilderness areas is not socially or
economically sustainable.

RECREATION STRATEGY

The Recreation Strategies in the Forest Plan Proposed Action points out the need to develop
recreation facilities for" preferred activities of current populations". Since only 1.4% of the
visitors prefer to go to Wilderness it is clear the Forest Service should not recommend more
Wilderness, but more importantly shows there is a huge need to preserve or expand the non
Wilderness lands where 98.6% of the public prefer to visit.
4. Modify existing developed recreation facilities, and develop new facilities to accommodate the
diversity of cultures, abilities, family structures and preferred activities of current populations
who could benefit from recreation opportunities. (Sequoia Forest Plan Proposed Action)
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VIOLATES TRAVEL MANAGEMENT AND PROJECT LEVEL DECISIONS
Forest Planning documents state that the Forest Plan Revision will not revisit Travel Management nor
make project level decisions. However the recommendation of areas for Wilderness that currently have
motorized use would eliminate motorized use on routes that have undergone Travel Management.
Likewise the recommendation of an area with motorized routes would reclassify those routes as non‐
motorized, which is a project level decision, as well as revisiting Travel Management. Also further
restrictions on the few remaining motorized and mechanized routes due to buffer zones surrounding
the recommended Wilderness areas would be a Travel Management level decision.
No areas with existing motorized use can be recommended for Wilderness since this would make
project level decisions and or revisit Travel Management which the Forest Service is not permitted to do
during Forest Planning.

CORRIDORS OR CHERRY STEMS
At this time the Forest Service has been unable to provide any justification for how they determined the
size of the corridors as shown for motorized routes such as Mill Creek, Remington Ridge, Bull Run,
Rincon, Sirretta and other routes on the Wilderness Evaluation Map.
We contend that having a motorized route in an area, or that area being a Semi Primitive Motorized
(SPM) area, would make the area unsuitable for Wilderness recommendation. We find no basis for the
Forest Service developing corridors for routes which circumvent the requirement that the lands be
contiguous.
With growing populations it is only reasonable that we will want to leave room to grow for recreation
access. Cherry stemming and corridors will tie the hands of the agency's ability to address the needs of
the growing population for growing forms of recreation such as mechanized and motorized.

ECONOMIC IMPACT
Wilderness recommendation would reduce visitation by both motorized and mechanized recreationists.
Just this past weekend a permitted Dual Sport ride took place using many of the trails in the area. The
riders easily spent $14,000 in the local community.
OHV users contribute about $1.7 million to the local Lake Isabella economy per the National Forest
Visitor Study economic estimates (based on 12,500 user days, per Forest Reports, at $136 per overnight
stay, per National Visitor report spending profiles. That would be considerably reduced if routes and
areas are closed due to Wilderness recommendation.
http://www.fs.fed.us/recreation/programs/nvum/NVUM3YrSpending.pdf
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WILDERNESS IS DISCRIMINATORY
According to Visitor Use Monitoring data the overwhelming majority of Wilderness visitors are white
males. This means Wilderness s has created a discriminatory boundary for woman and all other ethnic
groups, effectively eliminating their access to the Best of the Best Places, as Wilderness has been
described.
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WILDERNESS SATISFACTION

Since the 1.4% of people who visit Wilderness are satisfied with their Wilderness experience
there is no justification for providing more Wilderness. Especially since this would take lands
away from other users such as mechanized and motorized, whose use is growing and who have
repeatedly stated they need more Non Wilderness trails and areas.

AREA SPECIFIC COMMENTS

The Wilderness Evaluation area map contains World Class historical motorized and mechanized
single track trails system and a World Class network of 4x4 roads which are both used for
motorized recreation as well as access to camping, hunting, fishing and other activities. We find
that all of these motorized routes are of high value to the public and future generations. They
provide significant tourism dollars to the community which would be lost if Wilderness was
recommended.
However we have been told the Wilderness advocates are pushing for the Rincon, Sirretta and
Piute areas to be recommended for Wilderness. Therefore we provide the below specific
comments about the areas. We would be happy to provide comments about other areas should
there be a push to recommend other areas.
RINCON AREA‐
This area contains the Rincon 33E23, Cedar Canyon 33E26, Rattlesnake 34E22, Schaeffer 33E24
and other motorized trails which are enjoyed by dirt bikes and mountain bikes. These trails
have been adopted by Stewards of the Sequoia and our motorized volunteers have performed
over a thousand hours of maintenance on the them over the past decade. Without Stewards
motorized volunteers these trails would most likely have become impassable to all uses.
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The Rincon trail is ideal for motorized use during the winter, spring and fall, while the other
trails in higher country are enjoyed by motorized use during the summer, spring and fall and
sometimes winter.
All the trails in the Rincon area are extremely popular for historical camping, fishing and
hunting access using dirt bikes. If the Rincon area was recommended for Wilderness it would
eliminate this historical access. It is not feasible for the public to carry the amount of gear
needed for these overnight family hunting and fishing trips without motorized access. The
Rincon area should NOT be recommended for Wilderness as that would eliminate historical
motorized/mechanized access and harm the local economy.
The Rincon area is not suitable for Wilderness due to existing motorized routes and SPM
designation and due to adoption being provided to Stewards motorized volunteers. Also since
the Forest Service has used Off Highway Motor Vehicle Recreation Funding to maintain these
OHV trails they are clearly not suitable for Wilderness.

The Rincon Trail is actually on an old road bed to access an old lodge
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SIRRETTA AREA‐
This area contains the Sirretta 34E12 and Trout Creek 33E28 and other motorized trails which
are enjoyed by dirt bikes and mountain bikes. These trails have been adopted by Stewards of
the Sequoia and our motorized volunteers have performed many hundreds of hours of
maintenance on the them over the past decade. Without Stewards motorized volunteers these
trails would most likely have become impassable to all uses including hiking.
Sirretta and Trout Creek trails provide the only remaining access to a high forested area that is
typical of the many trails which have been closed to motorized use through previous
Wilderness designations on the Kern Plateau. Sirretta and Trout Creek are very special trails for
motorized and mountain bike users. These trails form one of the few remaining trail loops in
the area. Almost all the other loop trails were arbitrarily cut off through prior Wilderness
designations. Yet motorized loop trails are supposed to be encouraged by the Forest Service.
The Sirretta area is not suitable for Wilderness due to existing motorized routes and SPM
designation and due to adoption being provided to Stewards motorized volunteers. Also since
the Forest Service has used Off Highway Motor Vehicle Recreation Funding to maintain these
OHV trails they are clearly not suitable for Wilderness. The Sirretta area should NOT be
recommended for Wilderness as that would eliminate historical motorized/mechanized access
and harm the local economy.

Sirretta Trail‐Motorized access and volunteers keep the trail open more effectively and at
far less cost than if the area was Wilderness allowed only hand tools
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PIUTE AREA‐
The Piutes provide a destination World Class dirt bike trail system. Trail riders from many states
as well as other countries such as New Zealand, Germany, Canada come specifically to ride
these trails.
Trails such as Willow Gulch 34E41, Long Canyon 34E40, Little Dry 32E52 and Dry Meadow
34E31 provide a remote loop trail system that is unequaled in California. The trails in the Piutes
provide the only non street legal connection from the community of Lake Isabella to the trail
system in the Piutes above. The Forest Service has formally adopted these trails to Stewards of
the Sequoia motorized volunteers who have performed many thousands of hours of
maintenance on the them over the past decade. Without Stewards motorized volunteers these
trails would most likely have become impassable to all uses including hiking and horseback.
The Piute area and Northern Piutes in particular are poorly suited to hiking and horseback due
to large elevation gains, lack of water and hot temperatures for most of the year. The scenic
quality is also poor compared to existing Wilderness areas such as the Domelands. However
this is some of the best scenery available to motorized recreation due to the closure of the
better areas through Wilderness designation. The Inspiration Point lookout is accessible by
motorized trail and road making this a popular spot for motorized access as one of the few
lookouts left outside of Wilderness areas.
The Piute area is not suitable for Wilderness due to existing motorized routes and due to
adoption being provided to Stewards motorized volunteers to maintain many of the routes, as
well as lack of scenic quality, mining activity, cabins and hazmat sites. The Piutes should NOT be
recommended for Wilderness as that would eliminate historical motorized/mechanized access
and harm the local economy.
The Piute Travel Plan is still in process so there are routes that are still under consideration for
inclusion in the designated system. It would be appropriate to recognize those existing
motorized routes so that Wilderness is not recommended where there are existing motorized
routes. It would NOT be appropriate to consider any lands for Wilderness recommendation in
the Piutes until the current Travel Management Plan is completed for the area. Additionally
with the likely change during the Forest Plan Revision to Semi Primitive Motorized ROS in order
to match the existing historical motorized use it would be premature to recommend this area
for Wilderness until after it was determined if the ROS needs to be changed. Indeed Willow
Gulch 34E41, Long Canyon 34E40, Little Dry 32E52 and Dry Meadow 34E31 and others are
shown as designated system motorized trails on the 2010 Forest Service Piute ROS Map.
The adjacent Motorized Kiavah Wilderness is in a Semi Primitive (SPM) Area. This caused the
ROS to be put out of balance since that Wilderness area is non motorized. This Wilderness
Evaluation needs to acknowledge and consider this.
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Since the Forest Service has used Off Highway Motor Vehicle Recreation Funding to maintain
the Piute OHV trails they are clearly not suitable for Wilderness. Attached is the 2011 Forest
Service Stakeholders Proposal Map for the Piutes showing the World Class Trail system.

Willow Gulch 34E41, Long Canyon 34E40, Little Dry 32E52 and Dry Meadow 34E31 and others are shown as
designated system motorized trails on the 2010 Forest Service Piute ROS Map making the area unsuitable for
Wilderness
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2005 Dry Meadow Stewards of the Sequoia Trail Adoption Sign at the intersection of formally
adopted Willow Gulch, Long Canyon and Dry Meadow Trails in the Piutes

Inspiration Point‐One of last overlooks with motorized access due to prior closures from
Wilderness designations over the past forty years
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Willow Gulch Trail‐Typical Piute lower elevation motorized trail
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Cabins and mines abound in the Piutes making the area unsuitable for Wilderness
recommendation. During the Gold Rush this area was considered for being designated the
Capitol of California boasting over 6000 residents

Willow Gulch Trail‐ Typical landscape in the Massive Piute Wildfire are which incinerated much of the
wooded areas, but as shown here the trails remained intact and did not contribute to erosion
(See Stewards BEAR Report below for more info)
http://www.stewardsofthesequoia.org/pdf/Stewards‐BAERcomments5‐15‐09‐.pdf
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GREENHORN MOUNTAIN‐

This area contains numerous popular campgrounds and camping areas accessible by roads. It
features many extremely popular motorized and mountain bike trails such as Just Outstanding
32E46, Rocky Gulch 31E84, Portuguese Pass 31E59, Bull Run 32E39, Tobias 32E34, Flynn Canyon
32E33, Hogeye 32E45, Dutch Flat , Kern Canyon 31E75, Oak Flat 31E77, Badger Gap 31E76, Kern
River 32E49 and other trails. Some of these trails are rated in top 100 motorized trails in
California. Additionally there are the extremely popular jeep roads of Freeway Ridge,
Borderline, Bradshaw, Hogeye, Browns Mill and others. These routes have been adopted by
Stewards of the Sequoia, Southern Sierra Fat Tire Mountain Bike and Bakersfield Trailblazer 4x4
motorized/mechanized volunteers who have performed tens of thousands of hours of
maintenance on the them over the past decades. Without them these trails would most likely
have become impassable to all uses.
The high elevation trails on Greenhorn Mountain offer a forested experience which is rare to
find as the majority of forested area trails have already been closed to motorized use via prior
Wilderness designation.
The low elevation trails offer challenge and incredible Manzanita tunnels. The trails in this area
are enjoyed by motorized and mountain bike use during the summer, spring and fall and
winter.
All these trails are extremely popular for historical trail riding, camping, fishing and hunting
access using dirt bikes and mountain bikes as well as cattle grazing. The Greenhorns should NOT
be recommended for Wilderness as that would eliminate historical motorized/mechanized
access and harm the local economy.
The Greenhorns area is NOT suitable for Wilderness due to existing motorized routes and SPM
designation and due to adoption being provided to motorized volunteers. Also since the Forest
Service has used Off Highway Motor Vehicle Recreation Funding to maintain these OHV trails
they are clearly not suitable for Wilderness.

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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Kern Canyon Trail‐ Typical remote motorized trail. The gate is to manage cattle grazing

Rancheria Cabin‐Lots of ranching history and in holdings in the Greenhorns
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BRECKENRIDGE MOUNTAIN‐
This area contains numerous popular campgrounds and camping areas accessible by roads. It features
two destination motorized and mountain bike trails of Mill Creek 31E78, Remington Ridge 31E51 with
elevation gains through brush to oak and forested areas on each trail with nice views above Lake
Isabella.
These trails have been adopted by Stewards of the Sequoia motorized volunteers who have performed
hundreds of hours of maintenance on the them over the past decade. Without Stewards motorized
volunteers these trails would most likely have become impassable to all uses. Years ago the Kern Hiking
Club came up one of the trails when Stewards were clearing the brush from the top. The hikers were
bloody from pushing through deep brush in the lower unmaintained sections. The president of the
Hiking Club said they felt bad about not helping to maintain the trail, but that it is not a scenic trail. They
only use it for training while the much nicer trails in designated Wilderness are under snow.

Mill Creek and Remington trails are ideal for motorized use during the fall and spring as well as
summer and winter depending on the weather. The adjacent Remington Hot Spring is a popular
spot for visitors and trail users.
The Breckenridge area is not suitable for Wilderness due to existing motorized routes and SPM
designation and due to adoption being provided to Stewards motorized volunteers. Also since
the Forest Service has used Off Highway Motor Vehicle Recreation Funding to maintain these
OHV trails they are clearly not suitable for Wilderness. The Greenhorns should NOT be
recommended for Wilderness as that would eliminate historical motorized/mechanized access
and harm the local economy.

Remington Ridge Trail‐Typical Primitive Motorized Trail experience on Breckenridge
This illustrates how dispersing use by having more trails per visitor minimizes impacts
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REFUNDING OHV FUND MONEY
Given that the Forest Service has solicited, received and used State Off Highway Motor Vehicle
Recreation (OHMVR) fund to maintain the OHV trails in the areas being considered for Wilderness
recommendation, the Forest Service will need to be prepared to refund those moneys to the State if the
Forest Service recommends any of these areas for Wilderness. Below is a total per the OHMVR which
each of three forests have received and are liable for until 2012. The 2013 and 2014 OHV grant funds
would be additional.
•
•
•

Sequoia
Sierra
Inyo

$12,053,566
$8,761,628
$9,137,682

Thank you for this opportunity to provide feedback on the Wilderness Evaluation.

Sincerely,
Chris Horgan
Executive Director
Stewards of the Sequoia
Division of CTUC 501c3 non profit
chris@stewardsofthesequoia.org

Attachments‐
2011 Piute Stakeholders Map
http://stewardsofthesequoia.org/images/PiuteProposedActionMap.jpg
2013 Sequoia National Forest ROS Map
http://stewardsofthesequoia.org/images/ROS‐Sequoia.JPG
2010 Sequoia National Forest Piute Travel Management ROS Map
http://www.stewardsofthesequoia.org/images/PiuteROSMap2010.jpg
References‐
Sequoia National Forest NVUM, INFRA, MVUM and ROS
OHMVR Fund Report 2012
2009 Stewards of the Sequoia‐ BEAR Report
http://www.stewardsofthesequoia.org/pdf/Stewards‐BAERcomments5‐15‐09‐.pdf
2005 Stewards of the Sequoia ‐ Roadless Report
http://stewardsofthesequoia.org/pdf/Sequoia_Roadless_Report_Stewards_9‐17‐05.pdf
2007 Stewards of the Sequoia‐ Inappropriate Wilderness Designations Report
http://stewardsofthesequoia.org/pdf/Inappropriate_Wilderness_additions_Sequoia‐sml.pdf
"Since being founded in 2004, Stewards of the Sequoia continues to be the largest on-the-ground organization of volunteers in
the Sequoia National Forest. Our crews have maintained over 2400 miles of trails and have planted hundreds of trees in
reforestation projects. We represent in excess of 2300 members whose activities include camping, hunting, fishing, hiking,
mountain biking, motorized recreation, boating, windsurfing, rock climbing and horse riding"

Promoting Responsible Recreation & Environmental Stewardship
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